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Paulo Freires Intellecl Roots Toward Historicity In Praxis

Beginning with a series of readings on Paulo Freire’s classic work... of conceptualising a problem and working towards a solution with such intellectual vigour and depth.

Education For a Democracy

The intellectual and political work of Paulo Freire bears a number of the theoretical discussions... This is the sense in which anarchist pedagogy is utopian: it is a gesture towards the future,...

Utopian Pedagogy: Radical Experiments Against Neoliberal Globalization

Although the terms also refer to people who reside in a place or are citizens of the world (16), many people contest the term because they perceive it to exclude, or even convey hostility... Inclusion in citizen science: The condition of rebranding

Such a pedagogy must reject the dystopian, anti-intellectual and racist visions at work in... Theorists such as Antonio Gramsci, John Dewey, Paulo Freire and C. Wright Mills have argued that... Resilience Is Not Fleeing: Fighting Back Is an Age of Manufactured Ignorance

Later came Paulo Freire’s famous 1970 book... and one another as part of a remarkable coalition that has its roots and its future in movements that are not only national but global: movements... Exapno on the Strip Mining of American Culture

Basic income schemes are no silver bullet to make up for the loss of well-paid union jobs. But they can allow workers say no to the most thankless,...

A Guaranteed Income Can Increase Workers' Bargaining Power

In the absence of such acknowledgement, we can work toward it by recovering the ideological frameworks... and educators—to engage in a critical dialogue. Inspired by Paulo Freire, I understand... What Isn’t Taught in Israeli Schools

We attributes the emergence of fantasy scholarship to a larger problem endemic to Western intellectual modernity: the tendency toward reductionist systems... the contemporary thinkers "Cornel West, ... Science Fiction Studies

Such a pedagogy must reject the dystopian, anti-intellectual and racist visions... Theorists such as Antonio Gramsci, John Dewey, Paulo Freire and C. Wright Mills have argued that democratic... Fighting Back against the Age of Manufactured Ignorance: Resilience is still possible

In the midst of this enthusiastic growth it is prudent to remember the practical costs of social well-being... that resonates with the words of Paulo Freire, "liberating education consists... Freedom and well-being – Pedro Parreira

It is curious that the kindling of this movement, comes not from the main cultural centers of Rio and São Paulo, but from Bahia and the context... Omessa de Kete moved toward a Brazilian view of the... Times of Hell

It’s how all nations should connect with their agrarian roots – and bet on a pig race or two... The view isn’t glamorous, looking over an industrial estate’s muddy car park towards a dual carriageway... Watch this space

Car’s smile broadens when he sees Paulo Majacunene... reduce solar reflection and protect against erosion with their roots and canopies; they also absorb the rains like a sponge, allowing... Greg Carr's Big Gamble

Intellectual property, globalisation, roots, sustainability, authenticity... For example, returning to the company founded by Paulo Sartori in 1939, that company since has won hundreds of awards at... GI face-off – debating current geographical indication protections

Guests staying at Brazil's Botanique Hotel and Spa may find it takes a while to discover the further charms São Paulo's nature-nuzzling hideaway has to offer. The Fijian national carrier returns to... Time to open wide

People hold up signs during a rally against "critical race theory" (CRT) being taught in schools at the Loudoun County Government center in Leesburg, Virginia on June 12, 2021. The term "critical race...